Discover the next generation of bulk supply systems

Graco Supply Systems reliably deliver one-component sealants, adhesives and other medium to high-viscosity materials from pails or drums to metering and dispensing systems. Designed with innovative features plus advanced pump and air motor technologies, Graco Supply Systems help maximize your plant’s production capacity.

**Easy to Service**
- Smart design and simple features reduce time spent on maintenance

**NXT Air Motor**
The next generation of Graco air motors
- Long-lasting and durable
- Modular air valve eliminates stalling

**Check-Mate® or Dura-Flo™ Pump**
- Cartridge design makes packings easy to replace

**Integrated Drum Air Blow-Off**
- Reduces downtime with quick, easy drum changes

**Platen Design**
- Minimizes leftover material and reduces waste
- Long-lasting, one-piece platen seals are easy to replace

**DataTrak™ Control**
- Tracks material usage and flow
- Provides pump runaway protection

**Tandem Control**
- Improve productivity by operating two supply systems in tandem

**Integrated Air Controls**
- Conveniently located — easy to see, easy to use

Graco D60 Supply System